
Minnie Winnie Rules:

Any returns after 1:00 pm is considered a late return and a $100 minimum late charge will apply.

Return requirements:

**Allow at least 1 hour at pick up to go over the RV's interior, care instructions and supplies.

Pick up by 8:30 am and drop off before 1:00 PM sharp.  Additional $50 fee for every hour late.

*Upon return, we ask that the RV has a full tank of gas.  No time to fill up?  Let us fill it for
$5/gallon

*Upon return the propane tank should be filled to the level you left with.  No time?  $50 charge
will be applied

*The black & grey tanks must also be emptied and the fresh water filled.  No time or want us to
do the dirty work?  $100 charge for emptying and filling the fresh water.

FESTIVALS/SPORTS EVENTS: We will consider renting for festivals and sports events on a per
trip basis.  NO rentals for sand dunes, Burning Man or out of the country.

**NOTE: we don’t expect our RV to be spotless at the end of your trip, but we do expect a basic
clean up including a wipe down of surfaces, dishes cleaned and put away, thrash removed, floor
sweep, vacuumed & vacuum dumped, etc is expected or there will be a deduction from your
damage deposit.  We do expect everything in the RV to be in working order or there will be a
deduction from your damage deposit.

We stock the RV with cleaning supplies.  We sanitize the bedding and towels prior to each
renter.

OTHER DETAILS:

We require a SRA to be signed prior to departure.  This agreement is in addition to the contract
you sign with RVnGO.  The SRA sets the expectations we require and lists charges upfront.  If
the SRA is not signed, the rental will be cancelled.   Pets must be approved prior to renting and
on a per trip basis.  There is an additional $50 cleaning fee per pet that will be applied for all
furry friends.  Please take extra care to clean all pet hair and odors (this includes cleaning out
the vacuum provided of pet hair) or an additional deep cleaning fee of $300 may be deducted
from your security deposit.

NO SMOKING INSIDE! This includes marijuana, ashtrays and vaping.  If our furniture and linens
smell of smoke, you will be charged the full security deposit.  Absolutely NO CLIMBING ON
THE ROOF.



***No hauling of vehicles is permitted.

We use the Minnie Winnie for quality family time throughout the year and appreciate you taking
care of it as if it were your own.  Thanks so much for respecting our rules and treating our RV
with the care and love it deserves!


